RISE 83 Results: Champions Win Superfights, KENJI and Dyki Advance to Bantamweight Finals
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Earlier today, RISE and Shooto kicked off this weekend's packed schedule which includes
events being put on by It's Showtime, K-1, UFC, DREAM and Strikeforce.

In the night's main event, RISE Super Featherweight champion and K-1 veteran Kosuke
Komiyama won a non-title bout against Korean Muay Thai Federation Super Featherweight
champion Kim Jin-Hyuk by decision on scores of 27-26, 28-27 and 29-28. I'm not sure what
prompted the weird scores, but all judges seemed to have the same idea, having Komiyama
ahead by a point on all 3 cards. The win makes it 5 in a row for the champion who took the title
from Kan Itabashi at RISE 74 back in February. Up next for Komiyama will probably be a title
defense or perhaps a fight with Krush 60kg champion Hirotaka Urabe who Komiyama called
out. However at the Krush 12 weigh-ins today, Urabe dismissed the notion. A rematch with
Itabashi for the title would have to wait a while as Itabashi is set to face Masahiro Yamamoto at
It's Showtime Japan 4/REBELS 9 on October 23rd.

In the night's co-feature, RISE Super Lightweight champion Koji Yoshimoto beat #1 ranked
Lightweight Hiroshi Mizumachi by majority decision on scores of 28-27(x2) and 27-27. The win
is Yoshimoto's second straight after winning a decision against Shohei Asahara in a reserve
fight of the K-1 Japan 63kg Tournament. If Yoshimoto defends his title successfully, look for him
to face off with Yusuke Sugawara for a third time with the winner possibly getting some attention
from K-1. For Mizumachi, it's a 5th straight loss and could signal an end to his career in the near
future.

In a #1 contender's bout for the right to face Yoshimoto, #2 ranked Yasuomi Soda remained
undefeated, improving his record to 11-0 (4 KO) with a 2nd round knockout of #3 ranked
Kotetsu. Soda picked up a win in an opening fight at the K-1 Japan 63kg Tournament. His fight
with Yoshimoto will be a good step up in competition and will show just how good the 23 year
old is. A win would definitely put Soda on K-1's radar.

In the semifinals of a 4-man tournament for Nobuchika Terado's recently vacated Bantamweight
title, Yuta Kubo's brother and NJKF Flyweight champion KENJI beat RISE #3 ranked
bantamweight Ryuma Tobe by majority decision on scores of 29-28, 28-27 and 28-28. In the
other semifinal, #1 ranked Dyki knocked out 20 year old Shootboxing representative Kazayuki
Fushimi in the 3rd round. The finals will take place at RISE 85 on November 23rd which already
has RENA vs Erika Kamimura set as the main event.
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In the Heavyweight division, K-1 fighter Singh "Heart" Jaideep and Korean Raoumaru both
picked up knockout wins. Jaideep scored a 1st round flying knee KO of #5 ranked Tsutomu
Takahagi while Raoumaru scored a 3rd round knockout of MMA fighter Bernard Ackah. For
Jaideep, it's a 3rd straight win and for Raoumaru, it's a bounce back from his loss in a title fight
with Makoto Uehara back at RISE 80 in July.

In a lightweight matchup, former J-NETWORK Super Lightweight champion Shunsuke Oishi
knocked out RISE #2 ranked Lightweight Yuto Watanabe in the 3rd round. The win is Oishi's
first this year as he lost his title to Yusuke Sugawara in June. For Watanabe, it's a second
straight defeat after coming off a loss to Toshiki Taniyama in a reserve fight at the K-1 63kg
Japan Tournament in June. Oishi could end up facing off with Sugawara in J-NETWORK or
RISE in the future to determine a challenger to Yoshimoto's title.

In a slight upset, #4 ranked Super Featherweight TURBΦ dropped a decision to #5 ranked
Yutonaka Egawa on scores of 28-27(x2) and 29-28. TURBΦ had just snapped his 3-fight losing
streak with a close win over Junpei Aotsu and is now back on the losing trail. Next for Egawa
could be a fight with the #2 or #3 fighters in his division in what could be a #1 contender's bout
as #1 ranked Kan Itabashi is currently wrapped up with It's Showtime obligations.

Finally, K-1 vet Jae Gil Noh picked up a decision win over #7 ranked RISE Middleweight KEN.
Noh was last seen in K-1 knocking out Go Yokoyama who is set for a reserve fight at this
weekend's K-1 MAX 70kg Japan Tournament.

Next up for RISE is RISE 84 on October 30th. {jcomments on}
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